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The art and science of canpostillg has received a great deal of attention 
in the past; however, the emphasis was either on can.posting methods for the 
farm or as a means of disposing of town refuse. The recamnendations publish-
ed on canposting for the hane gardener have been based on methods involving 
large amounts of material. 
The ideal method of canposting for the heme gardener should be one that 
is neat, does not require too much attention, is rapid, econanical, and sim-
ple in operation. The reca:nmendations in the published articles, being based 
on large scale methods, did not fit the requirements of the heme gardener. 
Canposting capinets of various designs have been suggested for use both 
with and without special activating can.pounds. This method, if practical, 
would satisfy the requirements for an ideal home size composter. 
It was decided that a study should also be made of canpost activators 
to determine which were best for small scale canposting. 
The Stillwater, Oklahana., Park Board requested recommendations on can-
posting large amounts of plant refuse fran the city parks. Certain European 
countries had reported success in canposting large amounts of organic matter 
by mixing w1 th sewage sludge. 
This investigation was further extended in order to study whether this 
method was practicable under Oklahana climatic conditions. 
This thesis, then, is an account of three problems: {l) determining 
methods of ccmposting on a small scale, (2) determining the best activating 
canpound or inoculant for bane eanposting, and (3) determining a method of 




Canpost, or synthetic manure, may be described as the product obtained 
fran the decanposition of p;Lant residue through the action of certain fungi 
and bacteria under fayorable co~t,ions of aeration, moisture and tempera-
ture. This final product is usually dark and if correctly prepared. resembles 
farm manure in appearance and composition. Farm manure is the result of the 
disintegration or breaking dawn of vegetable matter within the animal.1 s 
body, whereas in the case of canpost an artificial disintegration process 
is initiated outside the body, with the aid of an activator, usu~ animal 
manure containing the desired microorganisms for the breaking down process. 
It is often impractical to incorporate plant residues directly into the 
soil since the organisms active in reducing them will at the same time tie 
up the available nutrients to such an ext.ent that crop failure results. For 
this reason it is often desirable to ccmpost the residues before they are 
applied to the ,soil unless such applications are made far in advance of the 
crop. 
Canposting is an age old practice employed by farmers aJ.l. over the 
world and has been used with considerable success by European cities for the 
disposal of eanmunity garbage and other organic refuse. 
The art of canposting as practiced by farmers has certain drawbacks 
frcm the hane gardener• s standpoint, and a review of the literature indicates 
that there is a dearth of information relative to. canposting on a small 
scale. The usual recaDX11endations for canposting are based on ton lots of 
dry organic materiaJ.s. It is doubtful that the ordinary city lot would 
produce aver 1000 pounds of eanpostable material during the entire graring 
season. Though the scientific principles of canposting relating to moisture, 
temperature, and innoculants are the same, regardless of volume, achieving 
them is much more difficult when a small amount of material. is being used. 
2 .. 
Oklahana weather conditions are decide<icy'" detrimental to the canposting 
process due to the prevalance of dry- periods followed by extreme~ wet con-
ditions. During the summer months the hot-dry periods are usual~ accanpanied 
by winds which quick~ dry out the canpost. 
The purpose of this thesis iS to discuss the conditions necessary far 
the decanposition of plant materials and methods of canposting under Oklah<m1& 
conditions, and to present the resul.ts of sane ccmpost experiments designed 
to determine better methods of canposting plant residues on a hane garden 
scale. 
One phase of this paper is devoted to the utilization of digested sewage 
sludge. Sewage sludge is used in great quantities as a fertilizer on the 
campus at Oklahana .A. & 11. College. Under the warm humid conditions oft.en 
encOlllltered in the spring and early smmner months, the sludge develops odors 
which are quite unpleasant. The experiments far more efficient (less malo-
dorous) utilization of' the sludge were designed to determine whether digested 
sen.ge sludge could be can:posted to remove by biological means the disagreeable 
odors usually associated with it, and to determine the effectiveness of digest-
ed sludge as an innoculant for canposts. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Factors Affecting the Ccmposting Process 
Essential Requirements 
3. 
In order that the can.posting of plant residues can proceed it is 
necessary that certain requirements be satisfied. The essential require-
ments are the proper moisture content, aeration, temperature, mineral 
elements, and the proper pH plus the presence of the organisms capable o£ 
reducing plant residues. Sane of these will act as limiting .factors be-
fore others; however, without the proper amounts of ea.oh the process "Will 
cease. 
){oisture 
The amount of moisture in the canpost if of prime importance. Van 
Vlll"en (44) considered moisture so important that he has written, ''This 
factor is so important as to be virtual~ a sine qua non to success . n 
According to Bartholanew and Norman ( 6) the activities of the micro-
organisms are carried on within a water f'ilm. Increase in moisture con-
tent above the optimum has little ef'£ect until anaerobic conditions are 
developed. They further state that reducing the moisture content below 
the optimum has an immediate effect, that of decreasing the ext ent and 
rate of decanposition aceanplished by the microorganisms and at low moisture 
contents the organisms are reduced to inactivity and may even die.. McCool 
( 27) found that under the conditions of his can.post experiments the tempera-
ture ot untreated straw rose more rapi~ after watering and mixing than 
did the temperature of straw to which fertilizer salts had been added. 
The amount of water to be used in a eanpost is quite important,. When 
the decanposit1on is well underway, temperatures of 150<>.F. will be reached. 
According to Smith and Thornton ( 35), this is the critical time at which 
water should be applied. If water is withheld at these high temperatures 
the caapost will dry rapidly and start "fire f anging. 0 If' too IllllCh water 
is supplied the compost will cool and the deeanposition process slow down 
or even cease altogether. 
4. 
Tenny and Waksman ( 39), studying the effects of anaerobic decanposition, 
were able to simulate the formation of peat moss by using such a large quan-
tity of water that only anaerobic f'orms of organisms could survive. 
Ashworth (5) found that canpost at one third of its total water holding 
capacity decanposed at the most rapid rate. Mahoney, Bessey, and :McDaniel 
( 24) suggest that. water should be added at the rate of 150 to 2.$0 per cent 
on a dry weight basis. The criteria of optimum moisture content given by 
van Vuren (44) is that when a handful of compost is squeezed the hand is 
moistened but no moisture will eane between the fingers ~ Van Vuren also 
states that under arid conditions the canpost should be made in a pit in 
order to conserve moisture. Martin and Waksman ( 25) recamnend making can-
post in a shed or in the shade of trees as an aid in preventing the excessive 
loss of water through evaporation. 
Aeration 
Aeration of the canpost is as important as the moisture content. Factors 
affecting aeration are type of material, age of material, amount of packing 
and, mo.st important, the amount of water present. Bartholanew and Norman 
( 6) state that t he optimum thickness of the water film in which t he micro-
organisms live is 3 to 5 mm i n thickness. When t he water film gets thicker 
than this, the aerobes are unable to survive and the process beeanes essen-
tially anaerooic. 
Tenny and Waksman (38,39) made an extensive study and canparison ot 
aerobic and anaerobic canposts. They found that digestion of materials is 
much more canplete in the aerobic process. The anaerobic process produces 
large quantities of organic acids . The restricted digestion in the formation 
of peats is essentially an anaerobic process . They further report that the 
protein content is considerably higher in the material digested in the an-
aerobic process than in that digested by the aerobic process . The aerobic 
process, they report, results in a considerable loss of nitr ogen through 
the liberation of ammonia. Smith (33) asserts that the addition of two 
pounds of powdered sulfur to lOO pounds of' dry canpost almost canpletely 
prevents this loss of nitrogen. This action is due to sul.fofication rather 
than to the retarding of ammoni.i'ication. 
A layer of dry material over the compost will also prevent loss of 
nitrogen by causing the ammonia to condense. 
Jlartin and Waksman ( 25) et al, suggest turning the canpost occasionally. 
This serves to break up the canpactian and allows air to penetrate the mass. 
Smith and Thornton ( 35) .found that when a material that tended to pack easily 
was being canposted, aeration could be secured by the use of porous tile pipe. 
Temperature 
Although temperature is not a" limiting to the decanposition process 
as moisture and aeration, it is important since Waksman, et al (48) stated, 
"• •• in the preparation of artificial manures fran plant residues the rapid-
i t;r of evolution of' heat and resulting rise in temperature are tantamount to 
r apidity of decan.position. " They found that nitrogen was conserved in the 
canpost only when immediate decanposition set in as this resul ted in a rapid 
breakdown of the carbohydrates and the transformation of the soluble nit rogen 
into insoluble forms . Whenever deean.position was delay~ either because of 
t oo high ar too lovr temperatures, l osses of the volatile fonns of nitrogen 
occurred. This is at odds with a later paper by Waksman and Garretsen (49) 
6. 
in which they conclude that at lower temperatures nitr ogen retention is in-
creas ed, but the rate of decan.position is reduced considerably. 
Bartholomew and Norman ( 6) found that low temperatures have an effect 
similar to low moisture content. \Vaksman, Umbreit and Cordon (53) reported 
that isolations of microorganisms in composts and soils maintained at differ-
ent temperatures proved that the organisms most active 1n decanposition of 
plant residues were those capable of surviving at higher temperatures . 'l'his 
is in agreement with Bartholomew and Norm.an (6), who stated that each species 
has an optimum moisture and tanperature requirement and as these factors 
deviate fran the optimum, the activities of the microorganisms are reduced. 
The temperature of the cc:mposting material is closely related to can-
posting organisms, fly control, odor, and mineral elements . These rela-
tionships will be discussed under the appropriate headings. 
Canposting Organisms 
The optimum temperatures for the grOHth of the majority of micro-
.organisms living in the soil in areas of moderate climate lie between 55 
and 100°F. Certain species are able to grow normally or continue to exist 
at temperatures considerable in excess of the limits noted. These are 
usually designated as thermophillic farms. 
During the oanposting period temperatures as high as 175°F. have been 
noted. According to Waksman, et al (48), " •• • an active evolution of heat 
accanpanies the digestion of the readily decanposable constituents in the 
plant residues . " As long as a considerable quantity of carbohydrates, namely 
hemicellulose and cellulose, remain in the com.post, there is a potentiality 
for a rise in temperature, under favorable conditions of moisture, aeration, 
pH and nitrogen supply. Waksman and his co-workers also reported that analy-
ses of field soils show that thermophillic actinanycetes are found in all 
soils at all s easons of the year. They further found that the actinany-
cetes were less obligate relative to thermophillio temperatures than 
bacteria. 
In a later paper (.53) by Waksman, et al, it was reported that, ''There 
was a definite sequence of populations, which varied with the temperature. 11 
Thus at 122oC., fungi appeared first, followed by bacteria which attacked 
the fungous mycelium, then by actinanycetes, while at 149°F., no fungi 
developed, and the bacteria and actinamycetes were most important to the 
composting process. 
Smith and Thornton ( 35) studied the total numbers o£ organisms in 
composts over a four month period. At the end o:f the first, second, and 
fourth months, molds per gram numbered .5.,ooo, 2.5.,000, and .300,000; the 
numbers of bact eria were 3,2.50,000., 2,300,000, and 76,000,000 respectively. 
VIaksman., et al ( 48) at an earlier date insisted that counting organisms did 
not present a true picture of what was taking place in a compost unless 
thermophillic temperatures were used in culturing the organisms present. 
According to them, the presence of an organism in the compost heap is not 
evidence that it is responsible for the particular ccndition of the material. 
In order to conserve nitrogen it is essential that a rapid initial 
rise in temperature be created { 49, JO). The organisms most active in the 
decomposition process are chiefly aerobic farms. A compost in which an-
aerobic conditi.ons develop will not have the rapid initial rise in temper-
ature nor will it ever achieve the extreme temperatures reported for aerobic 
composts. Tenny and Waksman ( 39) showed that aerobic organisms active in 
can.posting were much more canplete in the destruction of plant constituents 
than the anaerobic forms active in the formation of peats. If, therefore, 
conditions for the most efficient decanposition are high temperatures and 
aeration, the organisms most active would be the thermophillic aerobes. 
Later it will be noted that these forms are found in soils and manures. 
Proper Reaction 
8. 
The proper reaction or pH is essential to a rapid decomposition of 
plant residues . It is a well known fact that if silage does not davelop 
sufficient acid it will react as a compost, and decompose. An acid reaction 
is so important to the silage process that it is often advised that certain 
acids be added as preservatives. 
Tenny and Waksman (39) found that the amount of air and moisture pre-
sent affected ·the pH. They reported that the anaerobic process produces 
large quantities of organic acids. They assert that peat moss has an acid 
reaction primarily because of the cond.itjons under which it was farmed. 
There have been a number of articles expressing the need of adding 
lime and the reasons for doing so (5, 8, 18, 25, JO). Lime does not serve 
as a nutrient for the decomposition organisms. Its presence serves. only 
to alter the pH.. Bodily (8) states that the addition of lime retards 
fungal development through increased bacterial activity rather than as a 
direct result of pH level. This is not in accord with Norman (30) who states 
that pH has an effect directly on the microorganisms inasmuch as a slightly 
alkaline condition directly hinders development of fungi. He further states 
that fungi are most active in 1•degradingtt cellulose and that the decomposi-
tion process is delayed in a canpost which becomes too alkaline. 
Ashworth (>) found that a pH of 6.5 caused the most rapid decanposi-
tion. 
'Waksman and Cordon (47) reported that the presence of calcium carbo-
nate was essential for the rapid deccmposition of plant materials as a llhole 
and especially of cellulose by the active thermophillic fungi . They did not 
reporl on the pH. 
Norman ( 30) investigated the effect of pH level on decomposi tian of 
plant residues and recamnends the use of calcium carbonate. '1Manure and 
compost heaps undergoing natural aerobic decanpositian generally remain 
fairly alkaline or neutral, so that maximum immobilization of nitrogen 
occurs. The practice of adding calcium carbonate to ensure this has much 
to recamnend it, particularly in the case of canposts to which ammonium 
sulfate has been added. " 
Norman also indicates that the pH level may be dependent on circum-
stances other than the amount of lime added or the minerals used. He states, 
''However, it sometimes happens that through packing or waterlogging anaerobic 
or partially anaerobic conditions occur in which circumstances organic acids 
are produced and the heap beeanes definitely acid. 11 Tenny and Waksman (39) 
agree. 
Waksman, et al {.52), studying the effect. of calcium carbonate on decan-
position, found that it had no effect on decanposition unless nutrients were 
added. In order of rapidity of decomposition they found: l(CaCoJ /. nutrients) 
2( nutrients) 3( CaCo3) 4( water) . The difference between lime only and water 
only was slight, while the difference between lime /. nutrients, and nutrients 
only, was considerable. 
McCool ( 27) found that canposts or oak leaves, sugar maple leaves, and 
pine needles when applied to the soil reduced the pH for a short time. After 
standing, the canpost treated soil had a higher pH than the untreated. 
Mineral Elements 
Possib'.cy no other phase or canposting has had as much investigation as 
the addition of nutrient s in the form of mineral salts . That the addition 
of mineral salts would cause the decanposition process to proceed rapidJ¥ 
10. 
was reported prior to 19 22 by Hutchinson and Richards of Rothemsted. A 
bulletin fran the Missouri Experiment Station ( 2) reported on a method 
similar to the process devised by Hutchinson and Richards and subsequent:cy 
they instituted a lawsuit against E. M. Pierot of Missouri for patent in-
f r ingement. Hutchinson and Richards had patented a material and process 
under the name Adco, an abbreviation o! Agricultural Development Canpany. 
They felt that Pierot in using mineral salts to make artificial manure on 
his farm had in.fringed on their patents (Adco patents J.471979 and 1619679) . 
According to-Albrecht (1), when the plaintiff was confronted with, n ••• the 
evidence behind the fact that the carbon-nitrogen ratio of microbial diet 
to speed or del.a3' decanposition is a natural principle, long lalown before 
the days of the Adco patent, 11 the lawsuit was withdrawn. 
Collison and Conn (10) gave a canprehensive review o! the cause of 
injury to plants when straw is applied to the soil. They found that the 
cause of injury was primarily due to a nitrogen deficiency as a result of 
microorganisms in the soil canpeting with the plant for the available 
nitrogen. The secondary cause was through the production of toxic sub-
stances within the straw. Decomposed str did not have a deleterirus 
effect on plants. 
Extensive experimentation in England demonstrated clearly that straw 
could be rotted down t o ertifieial manure in three to four months with the 
aid of added minerals and that the resulting product eanpared very f avorab:cy 
with good cow manure, both in chemical can.position and effect on the growth 
of field and garden crops . 
The Europeans were aware of the importance to the soil of organic 
matter long before the Americans; therefore, they devoted much more time 
and attention to canposting. It had been noted far a great many yea.rs 
u. 
that t.he addit,ion of animal manure and urine .speeded up the composting 
process and that the resulting product did not have the depressing ef'fect 
of ra:w plant residues on crops •. It had also been noted that when stra;vi 
was applied in such quanti.ty as to cause unfavorable response · of the crop, 
the addition or manure .ar nit~ogen fertilizers would restore the crop to 
According to Collison and (form (10), the theory on can.petition between 
plant and soil organi.sms far ni:t.rogen was first established. in 1899 by 
Kruger ,and Schneidendnd of Germany. Later workers brcmght out furth~ 
proof', until the evidence in its favor was regarded as conclusive. 
Approxtmat.ely the sane thing oceurs in compost as in the soil with 
the exception that the microorganisms compete with each other f'or nitrogen 
to the extent that the total number of: organi.sms is held down so that the 
process proceeds Vf¥J!Y slowly unless scrne f.onn of soluble nitrogen is. added. 
It was i'urther shoml by the earliest workers that the addition of 
highly carbonaceous materials to the soil resulted in great increases in the. 
to~al number of microorganisms vmieh utilized these materials r·or: energy, 
and: that the resulting lack of' nitrogen for the phnts was caused by the 
at:>ganisms using it in the building of proteina.ceous materials within their 
Adco was the first, patented .material pla.eed on the market as an aid 
t.-o composting., It hs.S since been discovered that other preparations will 
woi-k equal.ly as well; and in some instances better 1/r.i.th reference to tlle 
rapidity of . the process and the amount.- of nitrogen retained in the can.posted 
: . ., 
material. 
That manure and urine would serve as nitrogen SOUl'ces has been known 
for centurie$, and this method of .supplyj.ng nitrogen is still being used in 
12. 
~ .. ny European and Oriental cau:nt.ries. In the Orie~t,al co-.:mtries and India, 
t ,_ t· "' . ··1 t · 1 "' • • • J ... ;ie prae ·:i.ce o:t usu1g mg:1 soi__ as a source 01. :ru:0rogen :m comp<>s c.s 1., 
quite pre'l.ralent. 
Waltsman and Renege,:, ( 50) have shOllm that no :nutrient.s need be added 
provided part of the material used is high in n:'.i.trogen.. Mixtures: of 40% 
aJ.f alf a and 60% st,raw, or 7<YJ!, straw and JC>% tobaeco SU;'mls resulted in a 
high quality CQ!JPOSt after a decom:position period of: only 44 days. 
Ancient history records that 0green manurei1 crops were beneficiaJ. to 
the er ops that f ollrnnred them. In green manuring the crop f'a:i.lu.t"e or defi-
ciency signs, like those when ·mature crops i:rrere turned under, were not noted~ 
As the biological processes are essent.ially the same in compoot as ths-.:r are 
in the soil as conc0rns utilization of carbonaceous material~ it would appear 
that the canpeti ti<ft.1. for nitrogen is not present when gi~een cr¢ps .:ire turned 
u .. '!1der,. ~aartin and Waksman ( 25) state that only young green materials and 
legumin.ous pl!Eu:1ts contai1".I sufficient nitrogen -to decompose without addi .... 
tional. nitrogen being added. 
Te:mw and iJJru,csm.en ( 39) agree that n.i. trogen is not a limiting factor 
:L'!'l the deco11.posi tion of young plant.s or legumes, and the"<J further maintain 
that adding nitrogen to composts of such materials ma,.y have the effect of 
Al.though the ilwest.:l.ga.tors 1:'.gree that additional nitrogen is essential 
to all composts except those having materie.1s alread;,r high in nitrogen., 
there is some disagreement as to whet,her phosphorus is essent.ial. Albrecht 
( 2) states th~.t phosphorus is not, essential to t,he process, but becau:se most 
soils require it, it might as vroll be added with the compost,. Martin and 
t1akSJ:mm ( 25) state that the microorganisms active ln reducing plant ma:terial 
0 
will ecmpete f'or phosphorus, so recommend -that i·t be uaed vrlt.h all composts 
except those contaip,j.ng young green materials or leguminous plants •. 
Smith and Thornton { ,3$) maint&.in that because phosphOl!'US is a eon-
stituent of SVetJ:'Y living cell, it must be added to com.posts or it 'Will becane 
a limiting factor ·in the decomposition process .• 
With potassitttn,. too, there is s-ane dis~ent as to whether it is 
efJsentui. Smith and Thornton {.35) ste.te that potassiwn is required by 
many microorganisms and ,S.hou1d be added tor that reason. On the other 
M.ntt, Kueinski ( 20) suggests that pot.assium is general.\y' added ~ to make 
the .finished 000\post similar to nab.lX'al manure, As ~ of the f' ormula.s 
.for ad<Wig nu:trients do not inc1ude po.tash,. it w0tlld seem. that Kucin.Ski is 
'fhere are several recamnended formulas listing the a.mo,.mts of minerals 
to be added to pl.ant residues for. the making of· compost.. Each of these have, 
under the conditions of. the various exper-iments, given g.ood results" 











one ton ot 
·<Jq wheat st,raw 
Jialverson and Torgerson ( 18), Oregon., atate that a.nl3 two materials 
need ·be added: 
47.6 pounds 
one ton or 
100 pounds ~ plant residue 
Smith and Thornton ( 35) received b~st resul.ta from a mixture 
containing& 
.cy-anamid 





:magnesium as 1ig02 
75 pounds 
.lO pounds 
· 15 pounds 
6$ pounds 
l..O % 
lime to bring pH t.o approximately 6.:$ 





one :too of 
dry plant residue 
dry plant residue 
This mixture was· applied at the rate o:f 1,0 pounds per ton of dry straw. 
Smith, Steven$on., and Brown (34), Iov.m,, duplicated the work of Amas 
{ )) , Ohio, and .found less loss of nitrogen from Adco than from ammonium 
suli'ate instead of more los$ as reported by Ames. In each of these experi ... 







AceQrding to Colliso11 and Conn (ll), Ad.co contains the less soluble forms. 
of nitrogen and phosphorus. Lambert ( 21) states that Adco adds about •. r5 
pounds of nitrogen to every lOO pounds of dry plant residues. / 
The pi-ecedin:g fornro.las have been e:st~Jblished chiefly far making com-
post in great quantities using mat-erials with a wide P..itrogen ... earbon ratio. 
As has been indicaited., few articles ha.ve been 'Wl'itten on composting with 
the he:m.e gardener in mind. Hartin and Waksman ( 25) roooml'ilend using a:n.y 
standard complete fertilizer such· as 4 .... 12 ... 4 ,or ,-10-5 at the rate of 200 
pounds per tan of dry' material. 'l'h:is seems extravagant ~iihen. compared to 
Kucinski• a ( 20.) reeormnenda.tion which is lOO pounds of 6-8-6 or 5-S-5 per 
l2S eubie feet. of dry material,.. Expressed on a p0tmd basis, the dry mater-
ials would weigh well av~ a. ton. 
Other 1=!Portmlt co;ns.1'1erations 
Certain .faetors are not considered essential; however, to oo.mpost 
suecessfulJJr, they must be observed. They are eommereial. preparations,. 
materials which m~ be c0111posted, the ·fi:nished product, weed seeds and 
pathogensi, fly control, benefits o£ c~ost, and m-ethods of c.omposting •. 
Canmercia;l prfmar&t,ion~ 
Many dilferent kinda of innoculants and other preparations for use 
in making compost are f mmd on t-he market.. Manufacturers of such prepara-
tions claim th.at much better and quicker results a.re obtained. when they 
are added to the com-post heap. 1\[arti..l'l and WakSI!lal1. ( 25) se:y no mystioal 
preparations' are needed to obtain good ma11ure as crop wastes naturaJJ.y 
eon.tun all . the microbes that are needed in the decomposition px•ocess~ 
They state that the addition of manure., good garden soil., or material. from 
a cQmpleted compost will give be.tter results than using a canmereial 
preparation. 
ll'J"aksm.an (45),,, Stevens (36) and Neviman (29) have found thEt·t by supply-
ing optimum conditions for decompositi011 ·there will be a far greater increase 
in biological number.s than ea.'1 be accomplished simply by ad.ding them .. 
/ 
// 
:£'he m.aj ority of vrorkers ck1ing research on the biological and cllQIJ..ical 
aspects o:f cm1post, have used liquid irmoculations of soil <:fr' :ma.nux:·e to sta..i.""'t 
the decomposition process. Ashworth ()) pX'Eipared an in:nocu.lti.m with two 
pounds of.' rich g:ill?den soil to f o'W'.' gall.ons of' vrater.. The rrlxt;u.i·e was agi-
tated, alli:;nred t.o settle f'or a:r1 hour, alld the 1.iquid used at the rate of 
one gallon per 100 01.tbic i'eet of stra11r. 
Halver.s.o-t& and Torgerson (18) found that sporitarieous fer·m.enta.tion took 
plaoe so rapidly that attempts to accelerate decomposition by us.ing eririch--
m.ents of deea,,y orgal1iSiru$ from successive fermentations (decompositions) gen-
erally gave no better results •. 
SOJ11.e of the prod.nears of activating compounds c.laim to have isolated 
certain arga.~s:ms ,vhiclt are highly ,effective in reducing organic matter,. 
Waksman, . Cordon, and 'IJmbreit ( 5.3) state that. no single orgai'.l.ism. was as 
effective in reducing plant residues as W-J. . ,,.""'"" populations.. 'these workers 
have furthe.x- ind.icat,ecl that the ,only vmy they could keep the most active 
of their pure cultures alive yras t,br,.ough maintaining thei'11 on. culture plates 
at specific temperatures.. It does not S€K':1n possible that commercial prepara-
tions could be sent through the mails and arrive condition to becam.e 
active in a ec,ropost unl.ess special precauti.ons 1vere t~.ken as. to mois"l,ure 
ru11d tempera:t.ure .. 
The Meo pl"odu.et does not furnish organisms which a.re act.ive in this 
decomposit,ian of plant residues, nor has this been clad.med. Adee simply 
furnish.es the nutrients necessary· for the Ot>ga11.isms that. a.re already" 
preser1t .. 
Materials. vim.ch mai h.e compost.eel 
lfa.a.rly rrierytl1ing ·t.ha.t is derived froo1 plant ar animal tissue can be 
CQJtpost,ed. 1'here are m&1y f:.ictors, however, tha;t contibute to the speed 
at wbioh any given material w.ill eanpost~ 
Waksman and Tenny ($1} found that certain substances in plants will 
retard decomposition: .. These are tannins, waxes and fa.ts. 
The age of the plant. has a considerable e!'i'ect on speed of composting. 
Th.a younger the plant and less mature its tissues are, the faster it will 
compost, .since ymmg immature plants have a much :narrower e/n ratio trum 
mature plants. It is seldom. necessary to add nitrogen to conq;:,osts of young 
in:lma.ture plants •. 
Tree trimmings and woody materials should not be mixed with other 
plant refuse in the preparation of ordinary composts because of the slow-
ness w:1:th which they deeanpose. Su.ch products, according 'to Martin and 
Waksman ( 25), should. be built into a separate compost and allowed to de-
compose f:or sever.al years. 
Oftentimes nurseries and greenhoo:ses or pooltry producers accum.ulate 
large amounts o! used peat moss.. Special precaut.ions must be used in ~ 
posting t.his uteri.al as it has in its formation al:read;r undergone decompo-
sition. It has been suggested (5, 12, 26) that peat moss be added to can-
posts ·Of other matertal.s. McCool ( 26) found that by adding wet peat te 
st.raw, no additional water was needed and the compost was f'ail"ly rapid .. 
Ashwort,h ($) suggests using peat whenever possibl~ 11more on account of 
its physie<>--ehemioal properties,. e.g.,_ ammonia absarbtion., and not because, 
of a.ey expected contribution to the changes called composting. ° Conn and 
Collison (12} also state that by adding peat, nitrogen is conserved in 
composts. 
Singh and Singh ( 32) a.n~sed. So species o! weeds for their chemical. 
content and found that they could be grouped according to the preponderanee 
0.f c.erta:tn minerals which they accumulate. The high point of accumulation 
I 
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is at, the p:reflotrrering stage. F'letcher (J.5) detenn.i.ned the W.P. and K .. in 
an ~tensivi~ list of :materials suitable for car1\)Qsting .. 
During Vlforld 1,u·ar I1, nit,.coge:n containing fertilizers vrere on short 
supply due to their use in explosives. Pri11ce and Bear (31) suggest t,hat 
~ organ;ic mtiter:ials., if -they ca:.Q be had cheaply enough, would serve 
as sou.roes of nitrogen for farmers end gardene,rs. 'I'hey a11etl:/s0d foor g.t•ou.ps 
of ma.t,e:ria.ls suitable !'or cam.postingi ( l) manures., ( 2) . humus l:H,e · material,s, 
(3) crop mater-ia.ls, and (h) 111iscellaneous waste. 
Anderson ( 4) suggests th~ use of many products., chiefly those that 
a.re -vmstes from ;rarlous manufacturing and. processing industries, v.thich 
might be con1posted. 
Ih,e. ,r1;;~p;1l~ . 91~qo:~ci] 
Contrary to general belief!) it is not :necessary that organic gaterial 
decompose until it rese-.mbles htUUilS before it may be used safely on gi-ow-lng 
plants. 
Pot tests have been made using com.postei &t VB.X'ying degrees of dooa.m.-
posi tio:n, and there is a co11Stan.cy of agreement, a-nong the workers tha:t 
compost, is read;r i'ctr. use 0rrmen the material compo1:rted. has lost its um.:i.al 
;:;;treng,th and bt'eaks or cru.mbles eesny .. 
Wh~'1 straw is the chief material decomposed, ticCool ( 27) and AToreeht 
(2) ag,-ree that the .finished product 'Ji,Jill .resemble in all respects the 
strawy man1:rria i'oun.i in b~r,.nyards where straw is l.:tbera.lly used as bedding 
&:Id becomes tramped dO",Vl'l in thEt me.nure. 
ftesults 1.r~ slightly as to ·the vreight. of the finished product.. As 
a r1ue, a ton dry :materia1 v.i:i..11 yield three tons of moist CCilnpost.. 
'I'he finished compo$t, like manure, will lose its :mineral cont,ent if 
it is not stored properly.. Smith ( 33) reported tba:t; the addition of t,1No 
pounds of sulftw t,o lOO po-unds of eani;>ost ( dry v;eigbtJ alrllOSt. coriiplerl.ely 
prevented t,he loss of rd trogen. 
R.eeemmendations for st,01"'ing 11'1anure can be a.ppli.ed to comp.oat.. Covering 
the .finished. ecanpost mth soil mill pl'eVent l1:>ss of arrunania,. It is best if 
the eompost be stored under eCArer in bins,. It it is ·to be stored. o-atside, 
precautions shoold be taken to prevent t:he leaching of soluble nutrien:t£:i. 
~'ll'eed se~s and 1gathozep$ 
Aceording to Buchanan (9),. ·'Ghe mroci.Jmlri.1 temperattl.I'e for most pathogen:tiz 
bacte;;:ia lies be~Teen 104 and 122°11'~ 1',JS the temperatures in an acti:ve CO'IJr-
post 'Will far e-x:eeoo these figures, 5.:t can be assumed ·!:.hat none wotud survive 
·the composting process.. BuchP..n&1 was speaking of a:nimru. pathogens; hovfever, 
as Martin and Waksman ( 2.5) have pointed out, most plant pathogen and wen 
1.veed se®ds would 11ot be ablo to sm."Vive the h.ot•moist conditions irlthin 
the compost heap. It is suggested that, when t,he compost is tu.med, the 
outside should be vrorked i>rrell into the middle •!;o subject it to ·the steri-
lizing ef.f ect vdthin the heap. 
DeFrance ( 14) found that, through the proper use of aero-eyanamid a 
100% weed free e01npost, could be pt"odueed. :In o:t'de:r to utilize the u1eth:od 
recoonnended by D<E>Ji'ra.nee, it, is first necessary to ha:-lle a completed compost. 
This co...upost is first, screened through a quarter inch mesh, and 13 pounds 
of g,ranulated 11asro" cyan.amid is mixed tho:roo.ghly vdth each cubic yard. ·OJ? 
material. The mixture o:t compost, and eyanam.id is then put into ,vooden 
bins and ·!,he sterilization process begins. four to six weeks a.re required 
to kill all. of the weed seeds. De:Franee eraphasizes the fact that li·ttle heat 
is generated du.ring the process, and that the cyan.amid produces a substance 
tood.e to seeds .. 
As ·t;he ter!:!.p{'>,ratures created in small com.post heaps do not, al:ways reach 
that diseased plant material be burned rather than composted. 
Zbl; Control 
20 .. 
Van Juren (ltkl, Union o£ South Atrl.ea, suggests using fly traps to 
reduce the number of flies around decomposing material. I'li was noted that 
fly larva would move to the outside of a. compost heap to escape the heat 
generated in the interior, .s.o small canals 1-!fere erected G.l''ffllnd. the base of 
the cabinet into which 'the larva woul.d fal.1 and drown.. Extra.n~ ottemdve 
materials were 'being . e('Jffi})osted, suoh as abettio:r v1aste .. 
In the United States, where sueh materials ivoul.d seldom be composted, 
. ' . . ' 
the fly problem would not be so great.. Stucky and Smith (37) found that by 
adding sulfur t.o eompos'I::,, not only· was nitrogen conserved but the smell of 
ammonia tha.t a:tt.r:aets flies was also prevented.. The a.var.age person., hw~., 
would have di£f'ieul.ty follow:b1g theill" re.commendation., whieh was based on the 
amount of nitrogen present in tlle compost.. They recommended using one pound 
of auli'u.r f« each pound of' nitrogen in the ocmpost. 
Benot;tts 0£ 091RW§t 
Tb.e chief plll"pose in the use of eanpost in this oountry is to sup~ 
organic matte to the soil. In many- foreign eountriea it is t.he mineral 
content of compost that is mQSt prized" Thompson {40}, van Vu:ren {4h}, and 
Anderson (h) ~ae the benefits secured fran. additions of compost t~ the. 
One inteJresting benefit which compost has on soil. is the redu.etioo of 
plant nematodes,,. tinford, Yap, and Oliveira (2) found that ad.ding organic 
matt~ to .soil• brought about a large build-up of total neJI!.atodes vlhieh :tn 
tum ca.used a build-up of organi.sms destructive to them so as to result in 
a ~tly decreased number of nemated.es.. Cordner and Roms'he ( 13) f'mmd that 
the nem.a.tGWSi populati.ons an plots receiving mmual .applications of 10 tons 
of fa-myard. manure far eight years were decided:cy" l01iver thmi those on a.dja.-
ee.nt pl.ots which did not receive the ma.nut'e treatment,. 
The write¢ £eels that this benelit should receive more Qtllphasis from 
, e:q,erimettt st.ations. 
Methods: ct Csostipg. 
An ,ex.tensive list eould be compiled ot methods of making CO!!lpOSt or 
artifieial manure. As has been indicated, there is a dearth of artieles 
designed to aid the l1ame gardeners with compost problems. Agricll!.lturtsts 
in Europe and in the Oriental countr:iecs have baen especially cognizant of 
the .importance of maintaining the organic matter in their soils., and as a 
result, much of the literature on, methods of composting comes from workers 
in these cGu:d:,nes. Most of the articles of foreign origin deal with oom-
poeting as a means cf disposing of' municipal wastes. 
A technical bulletin ( 7} tram the University of California ecrlltains 
annotations of 610 articles on municipal cam:posting problems and related 
studies. 
Van Vuren CW+) suggests that townspeople might p~efer, :f.or social 
reasons:, ha;rlng an under.gi-ound pit for making c,ampost; ffjflhat the eye doth 
not see, thiie heart. doth not grieve ov~.H The c.limensions of' tbe suggested 
pits are 3 feet deep, 6 feet wide, and 9 feet long. The Mew Zealand 
compost box, al.so described by V4ll Vuren (44) would be more a.ceeptable to 
people in the United Stat.ea. TM.a box is c·onstructed Without tgp ·G!' 
bottO'lll and with a removable front. 11:le dime.nsi,ons are ti feet, deep., 4 feet 
Wide, alld 8 feet long .. A divider is placed through the middle so as to form 
tvlo seetions each 4 x 4 x 4 feet. Plant residues are composted in one 
section and transferred to the other to ripen.. It is suggested that the 
different, constituents be mixed before placing them in the first section. 
This method will fur.nish about four tons of' compost par year• 
Kucinski (20) recommends using a pile for composting. The pile should 
be bui.lt in lay-ers, 11ith a few handfuls of 6-.8-6 fertilizer scattered on 
each new supply of organic material as it is added. A sprinkling of soil 
to each layer will furnish the neeessar--,1 microorganisms. The pile should 
be kept moist. !t is reeemme11ded that the pile be turned at least three 
times during the .season. This method is essentially like that of van Vuren I s 
(44) exeept that no cabinet i.s used. 
Martin am i!.faksman (25} beU.eve that the la.e.k of a large supply of material 
should not be a deterrent to composting. The heap can be started vdth whatever 
material is available an:l additional material added from time to titrie. ;\f'ter 
one layer has been completed, it is sprinkled with a small quantity of any com-
plete fertilizer, :moistened with wat.er, am covered with a th.in layer of soil. 
Additional layers are added in a. siPailar manner. Three or four weeks after the 
last layer is added, the pile should be turned. One tu.ming is usually suffici-
ent. 
Sewage Sludge 
Sewage sludge is a by-product derived from the treatment of new sewage. Two 
types of sewage aludge are produced: digested sludge and activated sludge. Ha¥es 
(19) states that there are 212 sevvage disposal plan.ts in Oklahoma, .:md o:t these, 
two produce activated sludge while all of the others produce digested sludge. 
In the activated sludge process (19), the rff.iPt sewage is seeded with acti-
vatecl sludge and air is passed through the mixture. An extensive growth of or-
ganisms occurs which take up some of the dissolved material in the sewage. 
The organisms adhere to the suspended solids, and cause them to 
23 .. 
settle. The sludge consists partly of solid arganic material. from the sewage 
and pQ.1:"tly of bod:ies or the organisms which produce the clarifieation and 
take up sane of the constituents of the sewage. 
In the digested sludge process, the material resulting from. the a.cti-. . . ' 
vated sludge process is returned to the digester for further :reduction. The 
digested tludge or .filt,er cake, as it is often eall.ed, consist-a .largely of 
material which 1'.l.as· resisted the action of the deeompos:i:tion organisms. It 
is mu-eh l.ower in :fertilizing value, as the digestion process converts the 
materials resulting .tram. t.he activation process into gases and more soluble 
.According to Fraps {l.6)/JI dried, digested sludge closely resembl.es .f~ 
yard manure in composition.. !t has su££i.eient available plant nutrients to 
j.ustify its use in a manner simila-r to that of' ordinary farm m.anure. Digest-
ed sludge may- be utilized .as fertilizer in areas near to sewnge disposal 
plants if the cost of hauling is not too great. 
Dried aetivat.ed sludge contains mori.e soluble plant m1trients the.n 
digested sl.udge,. Activated sludge is produced only in large ei.ties that cm 
ganite, Hua.ct:t:nite,. Rapid-Gro, and San Diegoite. A manual published by tht, 
Fed.era.ti® Gt Sewage Works Association (43) lists several othEir trade nam.es 
and the cities proou.cing the product .. 
Digested sludge is produced by" the smaller eamtmni ties because the sew-
age is most thoroughly reduced by this process.. Expensive drying equipme:nt 
and a ready market for the product. ia: required to produce activated sludge. 
U no dry:tng equipment is used, a much larger drying site is req;UJJ:'ed by the 
activated process as compared to the digestf:d proeess. 
Aeeording to the manual. (4.3), in 1946 the demand f'or hea.t dried activated 
sludge was much greater than the supplr •. 
In this review, _only the problems concerning utilization cf cll.gested 
sludge as an inoculant for camposts. wlU be discussed .. 
Ace~ to th.e Manual of' Praeti<;e !lo. 2 {43) Ransom. in England success-
fully eamposted surplus straw and :sewage sludge. Ransom used bath air dried 
sludge and liqy.id sludge (settled primary sludge with about 6% solids:). With 
dried $lUdge., heaps nine feet wide, length not specified, were built to a 
height of 6 :feet with alternate layers of 18 inehee of water soaked straw, 
and 2 ineb,es ot sludge. Tb.e straw was. well rotted in tm-e~ months. Four 
tons -of dry' straw and eight tOl'l;s o£ sl.udge produced 24 tons of compost,. 
RanFJQm used liquid $ludge by spr&i~g it on sueces$i ve l8 inch layer$ 
· of · straw,. The dimensions of the heaps are not expressed,; however·., l.;440 
u. :S"' gallons were applied pet" ton of straw. 
Ulrich and Smith (42) substituted sawdwst tar sand on the drying beds 
' . ' 
at the Austin., 'fa1tas" ~osal plant.. They reported ~t after a six week 
period the sawdust was well rotted and t}:lat ins'tead .or the _characteristic 
musty od~ of' sl.udge the _finished PX'?dttot had a. clean, eartlly smell ~ 
appeared to be of the same eons:lstaney as a loam soil.. 
G~es (11) believed that wet digested sludge shoul.d con,.pest materials 
mucb faster than. dry' digested al.u\dge because or the greater n'l.lmQers of organ-
isms present 1n the wet materia;!-_and the soluble nutrients 1n the liquid 
which would narrow the e/n ratio. 
The danger of organisms in sl~e that may be pathog~ to human beings 
is always present; however, just how dangerou._s they can be is still .a matter 
of mu.oh discustrl.on. 
Waksman (46) •tat.es that few .of' the bacteria and other microorganisms 
• • • • .. : I • 
they are inhibited or killed by a.ntagonist:i.e organisms, whieh produce a.etive 
chemical substmces known as antibiotics. 
Whether pathogenic organisms will survive the digestive process ia; still 
not clee:r. The :manual (43) contains rav1.€!WB of $:rticles on the hygienic as-
pects or sludge utilization. Reviewed are art:icl.es on Eberthella and Ba.cter-
1!!!! '.!oo;?hosi~, Vibrio cholera,!, W:,eobac.terlum tuberculosis., V:u,i$ of polio,.. 
myelitis" lmtamoeba e,ys~o!ni~~, ( ameobic dysentery):, and' some intestinal. 
parasites such as hook worm, Trichuns, and the helminths .. 
Most of the above named pathogens., 1.n:th the exceptions of intestinal 
para.sites and ameobic dysentery, could not be isolated :from. 'this sl.ud.ge a.£ter 
a digestion pat"i.od of 10 days.; 
The manual eonelude$ ff ... that no case is known of sickness traceable 
to the use of digested or .activated sludge. n Most of the state heal.th de,.. 
partments advise that sludge should not,. unless heat dried, be used £~ 
crops which are consumed raw:. 
They .further recommend that liquid sludge from. the digesters should be 
used with care as :it :may contain pa:thogenie organisms depending on its age. . . 
rt is not as ~fe to use as air dried sludge. 
Frape ( l6) states that digested sludge is free from weed seeds but 
often eon.ta.ins great numbe.rgi o:r tomato and melon se(:;."<ls,. The writer has. 
also observed this in digested sludge fi"om the Stillwater, Oklahoma, dis-
posal plant. 
In the use of sewage sludge, acme odor may occur but its intens.ity and 
duration depend on eireumstanees., It is pointed out in the manua1 { 43) tha.t 
working the sludge into the soil rlll bani.ah the odors.. According to the 
manual., Wigley devel.oped a process a'./:; Atlantic City ~,h:S.eh r·emoved the od.O'l' 
fr.om moist sewage sludge. In this process., the sludge is dried to 30$ mois-
ture content and ground. It is then stared in a dark place where molds 
develop rapidly.. In. three or four days the sludge is deodorized.. 
The work by Rudolf's has been reviewed in the manual (43). Rudolfs is 
reported as noting that sludge produces acidic conditions an aerobic decQID:-
position in the soil and recanunends the addition. of lime to prevent burning, 
especially when the sludge is used in the greenhouse. The pH of digested 
sludge is reported to vary from 6.8 to 8 .. o. 
Cabinets 
:,u-r • « ii 
Th.re{, abcr,re ground types of cabinets were used; (l) Upright cabinet 
with grat~e bottom of the type designed by T. A. Loveland, rki1r1 York City, 
Uew York, and designated by him. as the 1111:,ctivated Compost Frar111~, n ( 2) Cam.-
Hadd0n Heights, New J e.rSfi!J', and { 3) Ifavr Zea.land com.post box rDf t,he type 
described by van Vuren { 44). 
One pit, t.ype com:pos ter v.ras used, 
l. U.Aetivat.,.ed C0111post Fra11.1e 11 (See f:J.gures l and 2).. S~: of these 
C'.fibinets were used. The inside d.i..mensions are Jl x 31 inches, 35 inches 
deep.. The corner posts are of u x 4•s., 5!i inches long, slotted diagonall;r 
at 2 inch spaee-s in such a manner that t,he side pieces (slats) i'orm, lou-
vered v~ts ( like a ve11eti&1 blin.d. ope:n half viay).. Ou:tside bracing i~ 
secured wit,h 2 1c 2's, at the ·top and also at, a, dista.:nce of 17 inches i'r-a.'!l 
the base of the corner posts so as t,o t'orm the botto:m p.ro. .. t of' th,e cabinet 
where the composting takes place.. Six 2 x 3 boards 44 i.riches long are 
placed 011 the bottom braces and loosel.y 'bolted to the outsid.e brace at 
one end~ The ot,her ends of these pieces are left loose and extend wer the 
:front lov::rer brace ab01..it 12 inches. These pieces svdvel from. the bolted 
ends and serve as a means of shaking the finished cam.post out, of t,he cabi-
net IIDJ.eh aa the grates on a wood stove. 
Solid sides of sheet m.Gt&J. 11'rere used to prot,ect the material being 
composted from excessive drying. The solid sides wf>..re fastened. to t.he 
,.- ....... 
Figure t. An Activated Compost 
Frame \1ith The Solid Sides 
Removed to Shaw Details of 
Construction. 
~ ' e 
Figure 2. An Activated Compost · 
Frame With Solid Sides in Place. 
The materials cost a total ot $18 .. oo, and 'With all materials on band 
and., eut. to size., the a.s&anb:b' time was :tour hours. 
2. The 1'Lehigh typen cOlllpost bin { see figure 3) is construct,ed. Qf" 2 x 2•s 
43. inches long. Two bins .fll this type wei"'e used. Each bin was nsde up .Qf 
48 pieces., 12 to a side., A 5/B inch hole is bored in each end of t,hes,e pieces 
tllrqugh which a metal rod 1:s p~sed. In assembling, the .Pieces a:I,"e held to-
ge~her 1'1l;i:th the rods so tha.t each side has 12 pieces and 12. spaces. The di-
meI1$ions of the 'bins a"e 4 x 4 x 4 feet,. The e.ost far tlle two bins was 
J. The New Zealand oairpost b<:DC ( see figures 4 and SJ was constructed o£ 
scrap 2 inch lumber.. One of these bax:eS' was used. The box was constructed 
w:i:t.hout a top or battom and with a removable :tront.. The dim.ansions were 4 
x a .feet and 3 feet deep... A divider was placed thrrn.1gh the middle to farm 
tuo sections., each 4 x 4 x 3 feet deep. One ineh lumber was used for tho 
removable front, panels. The C()St of new materials needed to construct this 
b.ox was appi"axima.teJ.y $20.00 .. 
Deaeription.0£,pit used £qr, .oanaostµig 
. A concrete walled cold frame 6 teat wide and 18 feet .long (' see figure 6) 
was~~ The soil in the c~d frame was remwed to a depth of 2 feet. 
Three inches of pea-sized gi:ra.vel was placed in the pit for .drainage. 
llateri&l,i cgnmostml 
2., Garbage 
),. Greenhouse waste· 
Des.g;ptiop of IJ!terlal~ .,1sosteq 
4. Sawdust 
>• W~eds, 
6. Castor bean hulls 
l. Wheat s:trcnr.. This ma:tertal was taken trom can old stack. Some 
' , ' 
natural decomposition and ~fire fangingtt had taken p1ace. These areas: were 
avoided so that the straw composted would not sen'e as a source of 
!) 
Figure 4. Front Vie of w Zealand Compost 
Box Sho ng tails 0£ Re ovabl Front Panels. 
Figure S. Rear Vi o_f A New Zealand Compost Box. 
Figure J . A Lehigh Bin Emptied to 
Show Details in Construction. 
Figure 6. 1he Cold Frame Used 
in Pit Composting . 
decomposition organisms .• 
2. Garbage. The garbage was obtained from the college Student Union 
kitebe:u, im.d ·was of two types: {1) vegetable 1rro.st,e only, e.g., lettuce 
leaves, eit;rus rinds,. potato peelings, and so !m•th, and (2) a composifas1 
pf all ·the waste £r-01u the ki:t.ehen, bones, ~eiable scrapings, vegeta.bl.e i.vastes, 
and so fox-th. 
3. Greenhouse lYast,e. All waste f'ro.m the College Greenhou.ee of a vege-
tative origin was used. The ma.j a:r: part o.l? t,his material was the stems and 
leaves of snap dragon, tomato, end sweet po·l;ato plants. 
4 ... Sawdnst. Coarse, hard wood sawdust. 
5. Weeds. Bermuda. grass s·tert1s, runne:t•s and a mixture oi' JNm:k grcndng 
weeds 'ilrS.S used .. 
6. CaB"tor bean hulleo; Castor beru.1 hulls are the hard woo,~r out.er 
eovering of ·c.he seed left. aft,.e1~ the seed is tb:J."eshed • 
. Inoculants 

















u_·• escri.nt,ion 0£ Inoculan.ts: - - . ..... . . -
'l'op soilii The top soil used was taken f'rom the student garden area lo,,.. 
to be used. 
As the floors in t.he lltilki.ng bari1 are concrete, the manure was pitre ( dro-pp:i.ngs 
and urine only). 
Digested sovtage sludge: \"\10 types of sludge were usedi (l) air dried., 
and {2) liquid sludge direct from the d:tgesters. 
Cooi.pleted compost! The finished com.post .from the bins used for inoeu-
lation and comparison te.'3ts. 
Liquid i'roin top soil: Approximately one cubic foot, of soil was a,,dded 
to 40 gallons of water. The misture was agitated for several minutes, alJ..cwred 
t.o sett,le for 15 minutes, and tho liquid used as the inoculant. 
Commercial. Inoeulants 
With the exception oi' the Soil Booster, these products are advertized 
in popular m.agazil1ss as Hpreparations which vr.i.11 reduce organic matter in 
a short time ·to a light, fluffy compost.Ii Some of -u1ese products are quite 
expensive.. The cost of. the activator per ton of completed cor.rpost .for t..llese 
Activo Bridgeton, Indiana 
Loveland 3 ton unit ~~26. 80 
BCA 1 ton unit ~~l. 20 Organic Products 
Enz B~.c 1 t.on tmit $2.00 Organic Implements Haddon Heights, n.J. 
Soll Booster is a heat dried digested sludge produced in Oklahoma City. 
It w·as included .in the test Ji;o see 1mat effect t,he heating· had on the 
decomposition organisms. 
Adco: Adco is a. patented fp_r·l;ilizer especialJ..y f ornmlateel to hast,:m 
the eomposting process. It does not contain any com.posting organisms .• 
Complete fertilizer: tu-i:y fertilizer containing N., P. and K., u.s11all;r 
a total of.' 20 um.ts, such as 5-lo-5. 
Cabinets: The cabinets were used to com:pare inoculants and to deter-
rnin.e methods of re-activating composts in vmich decomposit,:l.on lk"'i.d stopped .. 
~ Comparison of liquid slu.dge and dried sludge as inocu.-
iants on 1A1:heat, straw.. The cabinet::-:; ,vere loaded .Augu.st 21, 1950, at -th.e 
Stillwatar S0111rage Disposal Pla11't., moved. to a. locat:i.o.n adjacent to the College 
Greenhouse for con,nm:lence in handling on L'lay 24, 1951, and mtr,,i emptied far 
eorr1paris1.:m on ,June 1951. 
Dried sludge: A 6 ineh layer of whea:t stravJ" was placed in the bottoli'l 
Liquid sludge; Alternating layers of' wheat straw and sludge.. The sluqge 
vras poured aver each la;rer of straw till it was t,h:oroI2ghly moistenect her.ore 
The cabinets were loaded August, 21, 1950. These were located west of Q9-V1 
on the ca.1npus. 
'11 op soil, bermuda g;rass, and Act,ivo or. Adee;; The cabinets w:erefilled 
by layers, a 2 inch layer of soil, 5 inch layer of hemuda grass»" and a 
liberal sprinkling of Aetivo or Adco.. The layers were repeated in that 
order till the cabinets were filled. 
Experiment 3. Canparison of top soil plus 5-10-5 and cow manure as 
inoculants on various plant residues . The cabinets ere filled on ay 24, 
1951. They were located adjacent to the College Greenhouse. 
The top soil plus 5-lo-5 cabinet was filled like the Activo and Adco 
cabinets except that .5-J.0-5 was substituted for the activators. 
The cow manure cabinet was filled like the liquid sludge cabinet. The 
manure was poured over alternate layers of greenhouse waste. 
Experiment 4. To determine if the odor could be removed from sewage 
sludge by canposting it with soil. This experiment was canpleted in two 
months, £ran June 5, 1951, to August 7, 1951. 
Two inch layers of soil and 5 inch layers of sludge were alternated 
till the cabinet was filled. 
Experiment 5. To simulate eanposting conditions encountered by the 
home gardener. This experiment was started on June 5, 1951. 
Partially filled with greenhouse waste using Loveland' s activating 
compounds between the layers . At short intervals garbage {type l) and more 
greenhouse waste was added according to Loveland•s ( 2.3) recamnendations . 
Experiment 6. A cabinet was taken to H. L. Ransom•s residence at 
516 Ramsey, Stillwater, Oklahana, on August 7, 19.51, to be used by Mr. Ran-
som in order to get a more adequate check on the hane gardener's use of 
this tYPe or canposter. 
Re-inoculation Tests 
On May 25, 1951, after severe cold weather, the Adco cabinet had appar-
ently stopped working, .so JO gallons of liquid top soil as poured over the 
material. and into holes punched into the center . 
On April ll, 1952, the Activo, cow manure, and top soil cabinets were 
re-inoculated with liquid top soil. 
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Lehigh Bins 
The Lehigh Bins were used to compare top soil and cow manure canpost 
as activators. 
On June 8., 1951., garbage ( canposi te l and 2}., weeds., greenhouse waste, 
camnerci al fertilizers, lime, and inooulant were ,the materials used. 
The bins were filled in alternate layers: garbage 4 inches ., sprinkle 
of inoculant, weeds 6 inches, and repeated until filled. Fourteen pounds of 
ammon:i.um nitrate, 10 pounds of superphosphate, and 1.6 pounds of lime were 
used in each bin. The dry weight of the plant wastes was approximately 
640 pounds • 
• 
Lime was added as needed for odor control., and DDT and Isotox 10 were 
applied for fly control. 
Cold Frame 
The cold frame was loaded June 17, 1951, with wheat straw and liquid 
digested sludge ( direct from digester) • 
The straw was placed in the cold .frame in six inch layers. Approximately 
30 gallons of' the sludge were poured over each lqer. The sludge caused the 
straw to compost so that it was possible to put six layers in the tlro root 
deep frame . 
The onl¥ moisture the straw received was that in the sludge. Two 
hundred gallons of sludge and l , 200 pounds o£ straw were used. 
Inoculant Test 
On Ja.nua:qy 22, 1952., eleven two-gallon crocks, each with 2500 grams of 
fresh tanato stems and leaves, were inoculated. A different inooulant was 
used in each crock. Another crock was set up as check and received no 
inoculant. 
A cylinder formed fran window screen was placed over the hole in the 
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bottom or the crock. These tubes were long enough to extend above the 
material being composted, and thus served to aerate the mass. The material 
in ea.eh crock was moistened; then all the crocks were placed in a constant 
temperature box with the thermostat set for 104°F. as recommended by McCool 
(28). Additional water was added as needed, all crocks receiving an equal 
BllOunt. Aft.er five days the temperature was reduced to 80 degrees to deter-
mine whether aey or the inoculants would sustain the temperature. 
Hew Zeal.and Compost Box 
On December 6, 1951, the box was filled with weeds, wheat straw, and 
greenhouse waste. Soil was used as the inoculant ,- and the nutrient source 
was s-10-s. 
In tilling the box, a 6 inch lqer of vegetative matter was followed 
by a sprinkle of soil and two pounds ot 5..J.0-5. These layers were repeated 
in that order till the box was tilled. Additional material was later added 
in the same manner to maintain the original volume. At two week intervals 
holes six inches apart were punched into the material to provide aeration. 
Jlethods of watering 
Earq in the stw:\r it was noted that it a bucket was used to moisten 
the material being composted it served on4' to nood part ot the compost 
while other parts remained dry. 
The solid sides of the Activated Compost Frames were removed and water 
was sprinkled through the louvered slats. 
The Lehigh Bins wer sprayed with a rose nozzle attached to a hose. 
Ho additional water was added to the Cold Frame and Conpost Box. 
Water was applied to the material in the Inooulant Test with a green-
house syringe. In the cabinets, water was added onl3 as it seemed necessary, 
i . e ., when excessive heating was noted or it the material became quite dry 
to a depth of four inches. 
Buis for Comparison 
Cabinets1 According to Waksman , et al (48) and arman (.30), the best 
critique fer an efficient decomposition was a rapid initial rise in temper-
ature, thus the temperature of the material was taken daily fer the first 
week the .cabinets ware 1n operation and than at two or three week intervals. 
As in most instances no unusual temperature rise was noted.,. the comparisons 
were made on the basis of the extent of the decomposition of the material.a 
ar on the loss ot Tolume. 
Inoculants 
When inoculants were being compared in the same kind ot cabinet, the 
ume basis ot comparison was used as when cabinets were being compared. 
In the inoculant test the constant temperature box was heating unevenly, 
so it wae necessary to make the comparison on the basi~ of total decomposi-
tion. 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Experiment J.. A comparison of liquid sludge and dried sludge as inoculants 
on wheat straw with a ten month canposting period started on August 21, 1950. 
Dried sludge: During the canposting period, the materials settled 
slightly, but apparently not through decomposition. There was no unusual 
heating noted. Watering after warm weather, started in the spring or 1951, 
did not cause any further settling. When the cabinet was emptied and the 
:residues examined, sane discoloration of the straw immediately adjacent 
to the sludge ,va.s noted; however, no decomposition had taken place. 
Liquid sludge: Three days after this experiment was started, a slight 
upward rise in temperature was noted. Later., when the volume became reduced 
by half, the cabinet was again filled to the original volume using the same 
materials as at .first. Temperatures slightly above air temperature were 
noted until January; then ice crystals formed in the material and action 
stopped. An attempt to reactivate the canposting organism by applying water 
was not successful, so the cabinet was emptied. Examination of the residues 
shovred that a moderate amount of decanposition had taken place befcre .freez-
ing weather stopped the process. 
On the basis of the results fran this experiment,, the cold frame test 
1mS set up using liquid sludge ratha- than dry. 
Experiment 2. A comparison of Activo and Adco on various pl.ant residues with 
a 20 month canposting period started August 21, 1951. 
Activo: Top soil, Bermuda. grass, and Activo were used in the original 
filling. Although no heating was observed in this cabinet, the volume conti-
nued. to reduce throughout the fall and winter. The original volume was 
restored at intervals using the same procedure as in the original filling, 
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but substituting greenhouse waste :for the Bermuda grass. 
On January 18, 1951, the volume was restored using a 4 inch layer of 
greenhouse waste, a 4 inch l~er of sludge, then a sprinkling of Activo. 
Tb.is same procedure was used on March 3, 1951., and again on June 4, 19.$1. 
In August of 19.51, a mixture of st.ro, castor bean hulls, and sawdust 
was placed in the cabinet in 6 inch l.~ers, using a sprinkle of .Activo and 
2 inches of soil between them. 
No unusual heating has ever been noted in this cabinet. No freezing 
occurred during the winter 0£ 1950-.51; however, during the winter of 19.51-52, 
ice crystals formed and the volume remained. constant. 
On April ll, 19.52, this cabinet was re-inoculated with liquid top soil. 
The temperature Within the cabinet remained equal to the air temperature, 
but there was a decided decrease in volume. 
The mixture of straw, castar bean hulls, and sawdust is still in the 
cabinet and has decomposed~ slightzy. 
A total of' 10 cubic feet of composted materials has been removed frcm 
this cabinet. 
Ad.co: This cabinet was treated throughout the ccmposting period just 
as the Activo cabinet. 
Immediately" after fillin& a slight heating was noted, llhich in turn 
caused more drying than was observed in the Acti vo cabinet. 
Decrease in volume ceased aft~ the winter ot' 1950-51 necessitating 
re-inoculation an a::y 25, 1951. Throughout the rest of the warm season the 
vol ume continued to reduce. 
A total of eight cubic feet of can.posted material has been removed 
from this cabinet. 
As in the Activo cabinet, the straw, castor bean hull, and smrdust 
mixture has only sligbt'.cy' decanposed. In both cabinets the slow rate of 
decanposition in this material seems to be caused by canpaction and poor 
aeration. 
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Experiment 3. A canparison of top soil plus .5-10-5 and coo manure as ino-
cul.ants on various plant residues with an ll month composting period started 
on Ms:y 24, 1951. 
Top soil plus 5-10-5: Temperatures ranging fran 10 to 15 degrees above 
air temperature were noted in this cabinet f c:,r three weeks after the initial 
filling. The volume decreased considerably. When the cabinet was again 
filled, the temperature did not come up a.lthrugh the volume decreased. In 
August, 1951, a mixture of straw, sawdust, and castor bean hulls was placed 
in the cabinet in the same manner as in the Activo and Adco experiment. 
This material decan.posed slightly. During operation for eleven months, 
approximately two cubic feet of finished compost has been shaken out. 
This cabinet was re-inoculated April ll, 1952, and some decrease in 
volume occurred after this. 
Cow manure& Temperatures up to 50 degrees above air temperature were 
noted within four days after original loading. The temperature gradually 
decreased. The finished material was used to inoculate fresh material. 
being placed in the cabinet, but the high temperatures were never duplicated. 
This cabinet, too, froze out in the winter of 1951-.52, and was re-inoculated 
in April. After re-inoculation, a decrease in volume was noted. 
The mixtur,e of straw, sawdust, and castor bean hulls has only slightly 
decanposed in this cabinet. 
Approximately three cubic feet of finished compost has been shaken out 
of this cabinet in its eleven months of operation. ost of this haB been 
returned to the cabinet for inoculation of fresh material. 
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§;xperiment .4,. This test was designed to study the rE111ova.l of the odors fran 
sewage sludge by composting it with top soil. At the end of a. two month 
can.posting period, there was a slight decrease in volume through settling 
and the sludge had o~ a slight trace of the musty odor usually associated 
with it. 
E;;xperiment 2· To simulate ccmposting conditions encountered by the heme 
gardener. This cabinet had an eleven month canposting period. Loveland's 
( 23) compounds and recamnendations were used, and garbage ( "type 1), weeds 
and greenhouse waste were the materials canposted. 
Appraxi.ma.teq .36 cubic feet of garbage and 20 cubic feet of weeds and 
greenhouse waste were placed 1n the cabinet over a ten month period. During 
that time, no material was ever removed. Contrary to Loveland's findings, 
the material would not shake out. The garbage developed sane bad odor, 
especially af'ter holes were pushed into it to provide aeration. Lime was 
effective in reducing the odar. 
Experiment 6. The cabinet at H. L. Ransan' s residence. Canposting period 
of nine months started August 7, 1951. 
l!r. H. L. Ransom filled the cabinet aecordi~1g to the recanmendations of 
T. A. Loveland. Soil to llhich manure had been added was used as the inoeu-
lant. In filling the cabinet, Ransan used dead annual flower plants, house-
hold garbage, grass clippings, and other materials to which the average hCllle 
gardener would have access. 
Mr. Ransom reported that he had difficulty keeping the material of opti-
mum moisture content. There was considerable reduction in volume, but it 
appeared to be only through the material becoming more compacted and not 
through decanposition. 
There was no further reduction in volume a:f'ter the winter of 1951-52. 
No finished material has ever been removed fran the box. 
t 
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£ran 216 cubic feet to 50 cubic feet, it was turned and repiled so that the 
material. on the surf ace that had not composted was in the center of the 
heap. 
One month after turning and repiling, the material was decanposed.. The 
• 
finished material was steam sterilized and is now being used for mixing 
potting soils in the greenhouse. 
Inoculation test 
Examination of the material in the two gallon crocks at the end of 30 
days showed that there was little, if any, difference between the treatments. 
The check had decanposed as much as any of the treatments. 
New Zealand canpost box 
There was a steady decrease in v olume throughout the winter, although 
no unusual heating was ever noted. 
The material was turned once by putting it in the second section. The 
material was canposted in five months. 
Approximately llO cubic feet of raw material yielded j6 cubic feet of 
canpost. 
DISCUSSION 
Canparison of Methods 
Cost: The initial cost of the "Activated Cc:mpost Framen is more than 
that of the "Lehigh Bins" and the New Zealand cc:mpost box. In order to 
obtain the plans for the frame, it is necessary to buy a year's supply of 
the activating compounds sold by Loveland. The plans and a. year• s supply 
of the canpounds cost 26, 80. The factory built model is priced at $9 3.$0. 
The const ruction of the frames is quite canplicated and it is assumed 
that few hane gardeners could construct a frame without the services of a 
carpenter. The bin and the box, being simple, would not require skill in 
their construction. 
On a volume basis, the Nevr Zealand camposter is the lea.st expensive. 
Ease of Handling: 
Loading. The compost box was easiest to load, then the bin, a nd then 
the .frame. The greatest difficulty in the frame was its excessive height. 
Removal of the finished product. Unloading followed the same trend 
as loading. 
Contrary to Loveland's ( 23) literature, the finished product could not 
drop through the grate. It coul.d be made to pass through the grate when it 
was quite dry; however, in these experiments when the finished material became 
dry enough to shake out, the material being composted became so dry' acti on 
stopped. 
In order to remove the finished material from the bins, it was necessary 
to ei the:r dismantle them or tip than to one side. 
Watering: 
Less difficulty was experience in wat ering the box than t he bins c,r 
frames . 
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As the frames were exposed to the air on all sides, the problem. of 
providing a suitable amount of water was difficult. When the outside 4 to 
6 inches became so dry decomposition had ceased, the inside remained too 
wet for decomposition. Watering the outside served to further aggravate 
the situation on the inside. 
In the bins and the box the problem of drying was not so severe, and 
vraa further lessened by the ease with which the material coul.d be turned. 
Final product: 
Amount. The compost box yielded more of the finished product than the 
frames or the bins . 
Quality. The material from the frames was decauposed more than the 
material from the box; however, when quality is considered on a time basis, 
the box will still produce more of the final product. 
Cgnparison of the inpoculants 
Efficiency: Under the conditions stated in this experiment, top soil 
was as efficient in making compost as any of the commercial canpounds . All 
of the commercial compounds called for soil in the reecmmended usage so it 
would appear that the purchaser was p~g for sanething he already had or 
at best, for low nitrogen canpounds. 
The liquid digested sludge, on the basis of speed and amount of finished 
compost, was the best inoculant, followed by top soil to which commercial 
fertilizer had been added. Wet cow manure was good, but it gave no better 
results than top soil even though the temperatures reached the highest peak 
where it was used .• 
Top soil and canpost originally started vr.i. th fresh cow manure gave equal 
results when used as inoculants in the bins. 
Cold Frame Compost 
This appears to be an etficient, low cost means of securing large 
amounts of compost. 
When this experiment was canpleted, all of the material ccmposted. 
wouJ.d pass through a quarte·r-inch mesh screen. The odor of the material 
was suggestive of top soil rather than sewage sludge. 
Disposal plants with the problem of' final disposal of sludge could 
well use this method if they had access to large· quantities of straw <:Jr 
other plant wastes. 
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Total time for starting the canpost and one turning was five hours. 
Nursery and greenhousenen who would ordinari~ have hot beds or cold 
frames empty during the summer months should find this method of producing 
canpost practical. 
The material is now being used in the College Greenhouse and has been 
reported to be more acceptable than barnyard manure. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
l. Methods and materials for the home gardener were investigated . 
2. The New Zealand compost box is the most favorable method of composting 
for the home gardener . Points in its favor are: 
1. Cost of construction. 
2 . Ease in handling . 
3. Minimum. of drying or freezing . 
4 . .Permanence and screenability. 
5. ost rapid re tum • 
.3 . The 1tI.ehigh Bins" require more space than the average home gardener 
would want to use . The fact that they must be moved makes them 
difficult to screen with plant materials . 
4. The HActivated Compost Frame" was the least favorable method . It ' s 
height makes it difficult to load. The unloading process was much 
more difficult than the advertizer claimed,, because in order for the 
material to shake through it had to be dry, achieving that po.int dried 
almost the entire cabinet, also the weight of the material pressing 
on the grates made it difficult to move them. Excessive drying was 
more pronounced in this method . 
5. The most favorable materials for composting were green plant wastes 
which were not extremely succulent . i . e . Mature but not dry plants . 
6. Dry woody material like castor bean hulls and sa dust should not be 
used in com sts where a rapid return of finished material is expected . 
1. Large a.mounts of material such as restaurant waste whould not be 
composted in small composters because of the resulting odors . 
8. Using commercial inoculants did not give faster decomposition or 
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better compost . Fresh cow manure inoculants gave the best results, 
however, fe , home gardeners would have access to it . Liquid from 
soil or top soil are the best and most practical innoculants for 
home gardeners. 
9. Liquid digested sludge is effective in furnishing the organisms 
for an efficient decomposition of straw. 
• 10 . Air dried digested sludge can be composted with soil to remove most 
of the odors ordinarily associated vlith it . 
11. The pit method of composting using liquid digested sludge and plant 
wastes should find much favor among nurserymen, park superintendents 
and estate gardeners . 
12 . Ordinarily flies are a nuisance only when large quantities of garbage 
are being composted . Isoto.x 10 .applied to the surface of the composted 
material was found to be effective .in controlling the larva . 
13 . Lime incorporated in material such as garbage was found to reduce 
odors . 
14. The extremes of temperature noted by other workers have never been 
noted in these small volume compost experiments . Under Oklahoma 
I 
climatic conditions high temperatures i n the cabinets increased 
the problem of excessive drying . 
so. 
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